2-Zionism is dangerous and threatening not merely to Arabs, but to the entire world. 3-Fighting Zionism is for Arabs and the world an act of self-defense and a service to all humanity.
As such, references to the Protocols appear regularly in the PA media, presented as authentic by academics, educators, political leaders and journalists.
A dominant preoccupation of PA academia is the repeated and varied denials of Israel's historical right to exist. These denials entail the erasure of Jewish history in the land, the creation of a Palestinian Islamic history in the land, and finally a motivation for Zionism to be established -other than its being an authentic national renaissance movement. Thus, a history is invented in which the Land of Israel has always been Arab Islamic "Palestine" with no Jewish roots, and Palestinian historians created reasons to explain Zionism's occurrence. The essential narrative created by Arab and Palestinian educators teaches that Zionism in Israel was a European idea with two goals:
1-To set up a bridgehead for European imperialism to control the Middle East; 2-Self defense for Christian Europe designed to be rid of the danger and burden of having Jews living among them.
The Protocols libel fits nicely into this, as can be seen in the following discussion by senior PA historians:
Dr. Issam Sissalem, history lecturer at Islamic University and Educational TV host: "The Jews lived in isolated areas, in ghettos in Poland and in Russia. They were the remains of the Khazars ... with no connection to our land... At that time, Britain wanted to plant a cancer [in the Middle East to control it]. It did not occur to them [the Jews] that Palestine would be theirs. They wanted ... any Homeland. Our people wisely sensed this, as they planted on the land and lived in peace and security, continuing a twelve thousand year journey on this land… Sissalem: "Britain wanted to plant here the Jews in order to protect the Suez Canal… Britain decided to plant in this land a foreign secluded entity -a cancer -in order to drive a wedge in the [Arab] nation… Riad Al-Astal, history lecturer at Al-Azhar University in Gaza: "There are two major elements for which Britain and the other European states were striving: the first element was to get rid of the Jews, who were known as those who provoke civil wars, disturbances, and financial crises in Germany, in France and in other European states… second: the European plan, … to torpedo any hope for an Arab unity". This conversation was important for numerous reasons. The date was May 14, 1999, eve of Israel's Independence Day, and the purpose of the program was to reject Israel's right to exist. Citing the Protocols as authentic confirms the illegitimacy of Israel. Also note that this was said in 1999 -before the PA terror war (also called "Intifada ") was launched. Some suggest that the hatred expressed on PA TV was a result of the war but in fact the opposite is true: The hate promotion is not a result of the war, but preceded it by many years, and was in all likelihood a major cause of the war.
Finally, note the political implications expressed by the professor: "Can there be co-existence on Palestinian land between ourselves and the Jews, in light of their mentality which stems from The Protocols of the Elders of Zion?"
The Protocols is being used as an excuse for fighting Israel, as there can be no peace with a movement which is evil in essence.
Seeing the Protocols as a guide to understanding Jewish behavior encourages the PA to demonize virtually every Israeli policy -even those that are manifestly positive. When Israel released 400 Palestinian prisoners in 2004 in exchange for a kidnapped businessman and the bodies of three Israeli soldiers, the PA found the following Protocols-spin to demonize the release:
"We see that Israel is trying to delude the world that one Israeli will be exchanged for 1,000 Palestinians," explained Ahmad Nasser, secretary of the Palestinian Legislative Council. "Israel is interested in planting among the Palestinians, the Arabs or the world the concept of value -the value of a Jew and the value of an Arab." The interviewer concurred:
"This concept appears in Note that the Protocols is so deeply incorporated in PA mentality that the journalist cites it quite routinely.
In order to make the Protocols seem real it has to be specific, and the PA goes from the general to the specific and at times it is cited -chapter and verse. One interesting example:
The official PA daily in its "Political-National Education" page, cited precise quotes from Protocols 2 and 12 to explain Israeli policy:
"Moral and psychological manipulation has a significant place in the minds of Jews, and formed a very important source of strength in the Hebrew State… "Disinformation has been one of the bases of psychological manipulation among the Israelis, and propaganda played an important role in the psychological prodding of world political leaders to support Zionism… "The Protocols of the Elders of Zion did not ignore the importance of using propaganda to promote the Zionist goals. In the second protocol it is written: 'Through the newspapers we will have the means to propel and to influence.' In the twelfth protocol: 'Our governments will hold the reins of most of the newspapers, and through this plan we will possess the primary power to turn to public opinion.'" In order to present the Protocols libel as authentic Jewish ideology, the PA educators teach that careful observation of Jewish history shows earlier signs and indications of this libel. Thus they teach that the Protocols, while a relatively new Zionist document, is not a new Jewish ideology, but a continuation of the pattern of Jewish thinking and behavior throughout history. According to this view, the Protocols is only the apex -the peak of Jewish development.
Here is one example:
Sheikh Attiyeh Sahar, Chairman of the Department of Islamic Research in The AlZahar University:
"It must be known that this nation, the Jews, are willing of mind soul to alter their religion in order to attain their demands. This is rooted deep in their history…They alienated the God that saved them and willed to worship idols… These things show us that these people, in order to attain their goals, are willing to turn away from their God...We also know that they changed the Bible and replaced it, because it does not serve their purposes, and they drafted the Talmud, as it is known, and came up, finally, with the Protocols of the Elders of Zion." In conclusion, in spite of universal acceptance of the Protocols as an anti-Semitic forgery, the representation of the Protocols of the Elders of Zion as an authentic book representing a true Jewish conspiracy is part of Palestinian Authority ideology. The PA is using this libel the same way it was used by anti-Semites in the last century: Once it was documented by an "authentic" book that the Jews were part of an international conspiracy to dominate, control and conquer the world, then fighting them, persecuting them or even killing them could be presented as legitimate self defense.
The Protocols for the Palestinians serve the same purpose as the blood libels and the myths of the poisoned wells: If the Jews are scheming to kill others, then fighting them is legitimate self-defense and even admirable.
